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Topics covered

• AP15001: Integrated Pest and Disease Management 
Phase II

– Codling moth

• Behavioural control

– Mating disruption

– Mass trapping

• Biological control

• AP16007: An Integrated Pest, Disease and Weed 
Management Program for the Australian Apple and Pear 
Industry

– Bringing it all together: pests, diseases, weeds

– Training

– Case studies

– Digital tools
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Location State Year Mastrus

Merrigum Vic 2014 50,000

St Germains Vic 2016 10,000

Stanthorpe x2 Qld 2016 38,000

Orange x2 NSW 2017 50,000

Batlow x2 NSW 2017 50,000

Young NSW 2017 9,000

Grove Tas 2017 32,000

Ashton SA 2018 16,000

Loebethal SA 2018 16,000

Total 271,000

Mastrus releases



Impact of pesticides on Mastrus

Pesticides
Direct 
toxicity

Fertility of 
survivors

Fertility of 
offspring 
from 
survivors

Fungicides

Chorus

Ziram

Dithane

Rubigan

Miticides Sorcerer

Insecticides

Cormoran

Altacor

Avatar No survivors No survivors

Samurai No survivors No survivors

Risk category Low Low-Moderate Very High



IPDM manual
“….while there was a high level of awareness of IPM and the tools required 
for growers to use IPM effectively were available, grower and advisor 
confidence in IPM could be improved by developing a better understanding 
of, and gaining experience with, the integration process.”

Improve the ability and capacity of the apple 
and pear industry to develop and sustain a pest 
resilient farming system.  
• Update the industry IPDM manual & include weeds
• Greater focus on the integration. 
• Account for Regional differences in pest and disease issues 
• Include potential impacts of exotic incursions.
• Flexible format



Apple & Pear Integrated Pest Disease Management 

Industry Survey

• Survey purpose - provide understanding of grower/pest management scout and advisor IPDM 

experience in the apple and pear industry, engagement with IPDM practices, pest priorities and 

barriers limiting uptake.

• 90+ responses so far - majority growers and a few advisors

• High response rate will mean better tailored project work – focus on what is really needed by 

industry:

o targeted delivery of region-specific guidelines 

o training for growers and advisors 

o support the adoption of IPM tools and practices. 

The survey will take less than 15 minutes to complete at https://bit.ly/2L1sHJh. Closes Sept 13 

https://bit.ly/2L1sHJh


Survey responses – not enough information 

and ‘IPM too complicated’



Survey responses- what is needed to reduce 

pesticides



Survey responses- awareness of IPM manual



Survey responses – how IPM manual is used



Survey responses – preferred format for 

identification and managing pests & diseases



Harnessing technology

In 2017 we each typically will have 5 
internet devices (24/7/365 connectivity)



Geographic, or across & within/between industries, organisations & individuals

OVERCOME ISOLATION

AVOID DUPLICATION, (INCREASE EFFICIENCY)



It enhances, it doesn’t 
replace traditional learning 
approaches



A nationally coordinated extension 
system providing timely access to 

credible research from across 
Australia, responsive to seasonal 

conditions.

What is extensionAUS™?



Benefits

1. Enable – provides the platform for experts and users to interact instantly

2. Empower networks – audience demand driven and valued relationships

3. Provide timely and relevant information – through real time, high availability service

4. Overcome isolation/fragmentation – collaborate across geography and organisation 

5. Improve reach - to target markets

6. Increase efficiency – increase awareness and avoid information duplication

7. Harness existing capacity – new technology opportunities, i.e. social media

8. Provide accessibility – send information and expertise where the people are

9. Future Proof – technology routinely updated to provide the best tools and features

Why extensionAUS™?



What is a Community of Practice (CoP)?

• A group of people who share common expertise and are actively engaged in learning 

together from each other.

• Focused on users and interactions with them to ensure their needs are being met.

• Capitalizes on the resources at its disposal, including user contributions, to develop 

products and address emerging topic relevant to its users.

• Engages in sense-making of information through working in online social spaces i.e. 

webinars, social media 

• Explores all options for potential funding while simultaneously remaining flexible, 

attentive, and responsive to its users.

CoP
Community of 

Practice 
‘Producers of 
Knowledge’

CoI
Community of 

Interest
‘Consumers of 

Knowledge’

extensionAUS™ is the ‘platform’ (both technology and capability) which supports 
the establishment of CoPs to respond to identified audiences (Communities of 

Interest) and to the needs of their CoP members

CoP
Leader/ 
leadersh
ip group



extensionAUS™ Homepage

Homepage 
‘tiles’ leads 

to 
individual 
CoP sites.

Australian 
Apple & Pear 

IPDM 



ExtensionAus Community of Practice Site

Community of 
Practice

Social media 
monitoring

Ask an Expert

What’s the 
best tool for 

the job?

Ongoing interaction, engagement and feedback 

extensionAUS is a national internet-based Learning Network 
where experts exchange research-based knowledge to solve real 

challenges in real time

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwil6qeXrsXOAhUN-GMKHSWwDQMQjRwIBw&url=https://collaboration-software.financesonline.com/how-to-choose-the-best-collaboration-software-a-beginners-guide/&bvm=bv.129759880,d.eWE&psig=AFQjCNEq5sxTJOg4OP3WBYrj2tBODAr1ug&ust=1471417125078266


Resources



Articles

Analytics – article 
viewed 216 

times, with an 
average time on 

page of 4 mins 23 
seconds

Feedback 
provided to 

author/ 
researcher



Embed videos



Meet the Experts



Ask an Expert



The Australian Apple & Pear IPDM online networking 
platform has customised functionality combining the 
best of all networking technologies

1. The Australian Apple & Pear IPDM Community of Practice network will be Customised for to 
suit apple and pear IPDM advisors and growers that will happen over time, though a basic set 
of tools and features will be live from the start.

2. T.E.A.M. – Together Everyone Achieves More. There is a real advantage in being networked 
for learning and continuously improving individual knowledge, understanding and personal 
capacity. 

3. The Australian Apple & Pear IPDM  network will incorporate social media tools



What is the risk of not taking action…

Australian 
Apple & Pear 

IPDM 



The research into mass-trapping was funded by Hort Innovation using the apple and pear 
R&D levy, nashi industry contributions and contributions from participating orchardists, 
plus funding from the Australian Government. 

The introduction of Mastrus ridens was funded through the Hort Innovation Apple and 
Pear Fund, using the apple and pear R&D levy, contributions from Plant and Food 
Research Limited New Zealand and funding from the Australian Government. Likewise, 
AP15001: Integrated Pest and Disease Management Phase II, the distribution and 
establishment of Mastrus ridens, is funded through the Hort Innovation Apple and Pear 
Fund using the industry levy and government contributions.

AP16007: An Integrated Pest, Disease and Weed Management Program for the 
Australian Apple and Pear Industry is funded through the Hort Innovation Apple and 
Pear Fund using the industry levy and government contributions.

In each of the above projects the Victorian Government provided additional funds, not 
managed by Hort Innovation, through the Agriculture Victoria Research Division of its 
Department of Economic Development Jobs Transport and Resources.
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